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AGRICULTURAL WAGES

At a meeting on the 1st December the Agricultural Wages Board welcomed
its new Chairman Sir Francis Floud and recorded its high appreciation of the
services of the retiring Chairman, Lord Roche, to whose friendly and wise

guidance of their proceeding's the Members paid sincere tribute.

It was reported that none of the County Agricultural Wages Committees

had made any representations to the Board for the fixing of the minimum rate

of wages for men in their area at a rate lower than the national minimum

wage of 655. which was fixed by the Board at their last meeting. The Board

then considered objections which had been received to their published proposals
to revise the county minimum rates of wages so as to give effect to the new-

national minimum wage for men and to make consequential changes in the rates for
other classes of workers and in overtime rates. After considering also

observations from a few of the Agricultural Wages Committees on details of the

proposals, the Board proceeded to make Orders bringing the whole .of the proposed
revised rates of wages into operation in every area as from the 12th December.

In addition to increasing the weekly minimum wage for men in every

area to 655. per week, the new Orders provide for increases in the rates for

female workers so that in only 4 areas, is the rate for such workers aged 18 .and

upwards less than 48s. In these 4 areas the rate will be 445., for a shorter
week than elsewhere.

In the case of juvenile workers the Orders provide that the weekly wage
for males shall be not less than 60s* for those aged 20 - 21; 565., 19 - 20;
515., 18 - 19; 455., 17 - 18; 38s*, 16 - 17; 32*., 15 - 16; 265., 14 - 15; and

in the case of females (except in the 4 areas where the adult wage is 445*,) not

less than 41s« for those aged 17 - 18; 35s* >
16 -17 ; 295., 15 - 16; 24s*,

14 - 15.

In the case of the Holland Division of Lincolnshire the weekly rate of

655. for men will apply also to male workers aged 20.

The overtime rates in the new Orders are, in the case of adult male

workers, not less than Is. 6d. per hour on ordinary weekdays, and Is. lOd. per
hour on the weekly short day, Sundays and Public Holidays which are defined as

overtime employment; and in the case of female workers aged 18 and over Is* 2d.,
and Is. 5&, per hour respectively. Proportionately layer rates are fixed for

younger workers.

In the areas where special rates of wages are fixed for workers tending
animals the present weekly rates will be increased by 6s. in the case of men

with a proportionate increase in the case of younger workers*

Consequent on the changes in the general minimum rates, the Board also

revised its Order relating to rates for inexperienced workers*

At the suggestion of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries the

Board agreed to make an Order fixing a flat rate of l/- an hour for persons

working from Volunteer Agricultural Camps organised by County War Agricultural
Executive Committees*
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SPANISH FAIANGISTS t -BEHAVIOUR; APOLOGY ASKED FOR

According to information reaching the Foreign Office, parties of

Spanish Falangists in uniform on November 19 and 20 forced their way

into the British Vice-Consulate at Saragossa and made insulting remarks

to the Vice-Consul and members of his family.

A serious view is taken of this occurrence and the Spanish

Government arc "being asked by His Majesty*s Government for an official

apology and for an assurance that the guilty persons will be properly

punished.

FOREIGN OFFICE NEWS DEPARTMENT
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TAPES BEFORE 2330 B. S. T. ON WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 1, 1943. NOT TO BE

BROADCAST IN THE MIDNIGHT NEWS OF DECEMBER 1 -2. THIS EMBARGO SHOULD

BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING ANY MESSAGES FILED WITH THE EMBARGO

ALARM CLOCKS

The Board of Trade, after consultation with the Trades Union Congress

and the British Employers’ Confederation, have decided to grant buying permits

for alarm clocks, in so far as supplies will allow, to all those sections

of workpeople whose employment makes it necessary for them to rise between

midnight and 5 a.m., who do not already possess an alarm clock, and who have

no other means of being called early.

Applicants who satisfy these conditions should in the first place ask

the nearest Branch Secretary of the appropriate Trade Union for an application

form. These forms are available to non-Unionists as well as Trade Unionists

and the Unions have undertaken to deal impartially with all applicants.

Individual applications must not be made to the Board of Trade, the British

Employers’ Confederation or the Trades Union Congress.

BOARD OF TRADE
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OFFICIAL ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE

The Board of Admiralty regret "to announce the loss of* the minesweeper

H.M.S, HTTHE (LIEUTENANT COMMANDER L.B. MILLER, R,N*)

The next of kin of casualties have "been informed*

admiralty
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Air Ministry Bulletin No.-12229Air Ministry News Service

AN HOUR’S BATTLE WITH FIGHTERS

On the way to the last big attack on Berlin on Friday, a Lancaster, "Z,2", v/as

attacked by fighters for over an hour and was very badly damaged. The encounters

.7/ere so many that the crev/ could not be definite about the exact number*

The severely wounded rear-gunner remained at his post and fired on oil the

fighters, and it is believed one was probably destroyed. The navigator, who ms also

wounded, had to steer by the North Star. Two other members of the crew wore hurt and

the aircraft landed away from its base after almost landing because of cloud at a

French airfield.

The first incident in what proved to be a long test of skill and endurance was

when Flight-Sgt* R.B. FENNELL, of Bromham, Wilts,, the pilot, and his crew were inter-

cepted by an unseen fighter at about 7*30 p«m# over Belgium. Both starboard propellers

were holed, and the rear turret damaged. The rear-gunner was badly wounded in the

groin, while the mid-upper gunner was struck above the eye by flying metal. A compass

and other navigational instruments were rendered useless.

It v/as, therefore, decided to drop the bombs and return, steering by means of the

North Star, Just as the bombs went down on a German airfield, a F.W. 190 v/as seen

ehind the Lancaster, flying at the same height. A cannon shell exploded in the

Lancaster and the aircraft wont into an uncontrollable dive, reaching a speed of

350 m.p.h. As the situation seemed hopeless, Flight- Sgt. Fennell gave the order

to bale out* But by a super-human effort he regained control and cancelled the order.

The wireless operator and the navigator 7/ere v/ounded. Part of the "inter-comm," had

been severed, isolating the flight engineer. 'When 50 yards from the Lancaster, the

fighter had broken amy, but as it had flown through a stream of bullets, poured into

it by the bomber’s gunners, it. was probably destroyed.

Two unidentified aircraft were then seen in the clouds. One came towards "Z.2"

and two of the gunners each gave it a burst. It disappeared, but about ten other

attacks were made.

The Lancaster was flying over thick, cloud at this stage when through a break

light
Flight-Sgt. Fennell saw the lights of an airfield. Intense/flak come up at the bomber

and it 7/as realised that the airfield was a French one near the coast.

A signal 7/as sent out "by wireless, and though weak, a "bearing was received from

England, Although "Z,2" 7/as unable to make its own station in the north, it landed

in the south ■without sustaining further damage*

There were "bullet holes in the rear and raid-upper turrets
,

rear fuselage, and

the tail plane.
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Air Ministry News Service ixir ministry Bulletin No. 12230

FIGHTERS DESTROY NINE GERMAN AIRCRAFT

Nine enemy aircraft were destroyed by cur fighters during offensive operations

from this country today. We lost seven of our aircraft but the pilot of one is

safe.

Pour Mosquitos on offensive patrol encountered six JuBBs over the sea, south

of Land 1
s End, and shot down three for the loss of one Mosquito.

R.A. P, Typhoon fighters which, with squadrons of Spitfires, supported

American heavy bombers on their withdrawal from Western Germany, were attacked

by German fighters this afternoon. They destroyed two of the enemy and damaged others

for the loss of one Typhoon.

While covering Mosquitos in an attack on shipping in the Brest area, Typhoons

of the South Rhodesia Squadron destroyed a JuBB and a Jus2 - three-engined transport

aircraft. One Mosquito and two Typhoons were lost but the pilot of one Typhoon is

safe.

Enemy re-action was weak when three German air bases in Northern Prance were

bombed by American Marauders this morning. Of the many squadrons of escorting

Spitfires, only one - a Canadian squadron - was challenged, Two EY/190s were shot

down in the resulting dog-fight. A Canadian pilot destroyed his second enemy

aircraft in three days, and his No. 2 seeing his leader attacked by a second FWI9O

destroyed the threatening fighter. We lost two of our aircraft in this

engagement*

The attack on Cambrai airfield had barely ended when tire bombing of a second

airfield near a town began. The Marauders scored hits on runways and dispersals

and the escorting Spitfires re turned without challenge.

About this tine R.A.P, Mitchells, including a Dutch Royal Naval squadron,

were bombing a factory at Albert, in North-East Prance. They were escorted there

and back without loss by squadrons of Typhoons. New Zealanders among the Typhoon

pilots, saw bonbs hit the factory and an adjoining railway. There was neither flak

nor interception.
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